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A. Addendum of Vacancies for Deputy Principal and Principal Posts at Public Ordinary and Public Special Schools

1. **Vacancy Circular – Deputy Principal and Principal Posts based on Circular 05 of 2015** will be published on Monday the 25th July 2016.

2. This Memorandum responds to the omissions in the **Vacancy Circular - Educator (PL 1 and Principal) posts**.

3. These advertised posts were omitted due to late submissions.

4. Kindly read **Vacancy Circular – Educator (PL 1 and Principal) posts based on Circular 05 of 2015** together with lists of vacancies advertised as:-

   - **Addendum**: see attached Annexure A for three (3) additional advertised posts.

5. The annexure has the **same post numbers** as in the **Vacancy Circular – Educator (PL 1 and Principal) posts**, published on the 25th July 2016.

6. The **legal framework and instructions governing Vacancy Circular – Educator (PL 1 and Principal) posts based on Circular 05 of 2015** applies to this Memorandum.

7. The closing date of the posts listed in Annexure A is 10 August 2016 **AT 16H00**, as stated in the vacancy circular, dated 25 July 2016.